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Rationale
Garfield Primary School is committed to providing relevant and timely feedback to pupils,
both orally and in writing. The main role of marking and feedback is to further children’s
progression. Marking also intends to serve the purposes of valuing pupils’ learning, helping
to diagnose areas for development or next steps, and evaluating how well the learning task
has been understood. Marking should be a process of creating a dialogue with the learner,
through which feedback can be exchanged and questions asked. Marking should then
inform future planning in lessons. Research suggests that marking and feedback should be
specific, accurate and clear to best impact on children’s learning.
At Garfield Primary School, we aim to:
1. Provide consistency and continuity in marking throughout the school so that
children have a clear understanding of teacher expectations
2. Use marking and feedback as a tool for formative ongoing assessment
3. Improve standards by ensuring children know how to improve their work
4. Create a dialogue which will aid progression
5. Develop children’s self-esteem through praise and valuing their achievements
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Non – negotiables in marking
 All adult marking must be in red pen.
 Children must have a range of marking in their book; each serving a different
purpose.
 All work should be acknowledged either PM (peer marking), SM (self marking) or by
an adult and it should be as immediate as possible.
 Developmental marking must occur at least once a fortnight in maths and English
and once per topic in science and topic books.
 Developmental marking can be carried out in a variety of ways including reminder,
scaffolded or example written prompts, verbal feedback from an adult or book flick
activities (see appendix for examples).
 Effective developmental marking is shown by progress in children’s work either in
the green pen improvement work or in subsequent class work.
 Children self-mark at least once a fortnight in maths and literacy in green pen
 Children peer mark at least once a half term in literacy and can peer mark in other
subjects as necessary in purple pen.
 For each lesson the WALT should be ticked once if the child has met the WALT, twice
if exceeded and WT (working towards) written next to it if the child did not meet the
WALT.
 The marking code attached to this marking policy must be adhered to at all times
(see appendix).
 The editing codes (KS1 and KS2) symbols can be used if children are redrafting work,
but does not need to be used for every piece of written work.
 Children can, on occasions, at the teacher’s discretion, mark their work with a traffic
light next to the WALT at the end of the lesson to show understanding.
 Poor presentation, quantity of work or untidy handwriting must be challenged and
addressed.
 All home learning should be marked promptly by the teacher.
Monitoring
 Marking and feedback in each class will be monitored termly by the Senior
Leadership Team and Achievement Leaders.
 It will form part of our evaluation cycle each half term.
 The marking will be assessed in terms of whether it helps children to make progress
and whether it follows the non-negotiables listed above.
 The work (book) scrutiny proforma will be adapted so it reflects the non-negotiables
in the Marking and Feedback Policy.
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Types of Marking
There is a range of marking techniques expected in children’s books;


Developmental
The teacher will provide a piece of developmental marking at least once a fortnight
in literacy and numeracy for each child. This can be carried out in a variety of ways
according to the age group, the task and the teacher’s professional judgement (see
appendices). The marking must always be assessment driven and must provide areas
for the children to develop their work and understanding. The teacher should then
use this to inform their next steps and planning.
In literacy, teachers tick aspects of the work that are successful throughout the
writing (i.e words or phrases), this can be linked to the S2S (Steps to Success/Success
Criteria). Developmental marking will appear at the bottom of the work as two ticks
(for the positive comments) and a wish (*). The ‘wish’ should be linked to the writing
objectives in children’s books or S2S and include useful “Closing the Gap” comments
that the child responds to. Some examples are:

- A reminder prompt – e.g. “What else could you say here to add more detail?”
- A scaffolded prompt- e.g. “What was the dog’s tail doing?”, “The dog was angry so he…”,
“Describe the expression on the dog’s face”.
- An example prompt – e.g. Modelling the use of punctuation.
Children then respond to this developmental marking in green pen.
In maths, teachers support children in improving their work by providing prompts to
develop their learning. Some examples are:
- A reminder prompt to help a child correct an incorrect answer – e.g. Don’t forget to add in
the carried numbers in the tens column.
- A scaffolded prompt- e.g. If 12 x 4 = 48, 13 x 4 = ??
- An example prompt – e.g. 60 + 16 = 60 + 10 + 6 = 76
This can be done individually, in groups or as a whole class activity (see focussed
book flick in appendix).
Children then respond to this developmental marking in green pen.
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Verbal feedback
This is part of developmental marking and should be shown as VF accompanied by
the adult’s initials. VF can take place at any time during a lesson that an adult gives
guidance / comments to a child or a group in either a planned or unplanned
intervention. VF occurs more formally in the designated times provided (music/PE
lessons etc). It can take place as a 1:1 session or can be taught in small groups as a
mini lesson. Children respond in green pen. The teacher should provide regular
feedback for specific children who are focus children (identified in progress
meetings), but all children are entitled to formal verbal feedback and should receive
one session per half term.
If formal VF takes place, teachers do not need to write two stars and a wish as they
are communicating this verbally.



Self-marked
Children self-mark at least once a fortnight in green pen and write SM under the
work. This can be done in a variety of ways (see appendices). On occasions, at the
teacher’s discretion, children can also assess each piece of work with a traffic light to
show how well they feel the met the objective:
Green = confident understanding, Orange = found some parts hard, Red = didn’t
understand this activity.



Peer marked
Children peer mark at least once a half term in literacy and can peer mark in other
subjects as necessary. Children mark in purple pen and write PM under the work.
This can also be done in a variety of ways (see appendices) but the teacher must
ensure it is a meaningful task.
For instance, in maths, peer marking of another pupils answers does not particularly
aid progress. However, if children are paired up to mark each other’s work by
comparing answers (same answer = correct, different answers: work out who is
correct) that can be an effective way for children to learn from their mistakes.
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Appendix
Effective Marking and Feedback Strategies
Marking and feedback will vary according to the task, age group and teacher. The following
strategies can be used to mark, assess and provide feedback in a variety of ways.
1. Verbal Feedback
This means the discussion of work and direct contact with the child. The teacher should
have an individual or group of children that they regularly meet with (taken from the
trackers). A discussion should take place in which the child’s work and progress is reflected
on. The teacher will then provide a target for the child to go on (this could be ongoing) and
the child will respond to the feedback in green pen. In some cases it may be helpful to add a
record of the time taken and context in which the work was done. A VF symbol should be
used to acknowledge verbal feedback.

2. Success Criteria Checklists
Success Criteria checklists include columns for self/peer assessment and teacher
assessment. These should be differentiated where appropriate. The children can use them
as part of peer or self marking.
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3. Book flick
Check through a cross-section of books – five or six – to assess how students across a
range of abilities performed in the previous lesson. Begin the next class by showing an
example from one student – scanned, photographed or on a visualiser – and critique it as
a class. Guide the class through the editing process, staying focused on common
misconceptions and weaknesses. Individuals then return to their own work and edit
independently with this example in mind.
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Book flick: focussed tasks
Another type of book flick that can be used, predominantly in maths, can also be part of
developmental marking. After the lesson look through the class’ work and identify
common misconceptions. This can be done by jotting notes as you look through the
books. Two/three tasks are then planned by the teacher as a follow up lesson based on
the outcomes. The next day, the teacher then teaches a short, follow up lesson based on
addressing the misconception(s) identified. The relevant children then respond to this
lesson in green pen. Provide an extension on the board or on tables for children who have
achieved the WALT that will move their learning on and support for those addressing their
misconceptions (use TA if possible).
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4. Gallery marking
This is a method of peer marking;
1. The students lay their work out at their tables (do not include LA).
2. Go through the steps: kind, helpful, specific reading the sentence openers. Recap the
previous lesson’s SC.

3. Take an exemplar paragraph from one student’s work, photograph it and model how to
give feedback along with the class.
4. Recap the success criteria and ensure that these are printed out on each desk
6. Chn spend five minutes at each table, reading just one piece of work and writing their
feedback on post-its. At the end of the session, each student had spent time reading five
pieces and has provided a selection of ‘kind, safe, fair…’.
7. Chn return back to their own work, read the feedback and then filter it down to the most
useful.
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Garfield Marking Code
VF = Verbal feedback (with adult’s initial)
 (beside WALT)
 (beside WALT)

= Achieved WALT
=

Exceeded WALT

WT (beside WALT) = Working towards the WALT



= Positive praise
(throughout work or at the end)
= I wish ……. (next step/target)
=
Check answer
– corrections should be in green pen

SM

= Self marked (in green pen)

PM

=

Peer marked (in purple pen)

W/S

= Work completed with support

TP1

= Team points

S

= Supply teacher

Traffic lights:
Green = I understood this WALT confidently
Orange = I understood parts of the WALT
Red = I did not understand the WALT
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KEY STAGE 1 – Editing Code
=
Finger space
FS = Full stops
CL = Capital letters
HW = Handwriting reminder
Sp = Spelling – mainly for high frequency words

KEY STAGE 2 – Editing Code
=

Finger space

FS = Full stops
CL = Capital letters
HW = Handwriting reminder
Sp = Spelling – mainly for high frequency words
// = New paragraph needed
CM = Comma
SM = Speech marks
NL = New line
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Marking Policy Checklist (Used in book scrutinies)
Books (pupil’s initials)
All work marked or acknowledged
Marked in red pen
All work WALT / Date
Walt achieved / not achieved acknowledged: WT
√
√√
Developmental marking evident every two weeks in
maths and literacy. This could include:
 VF
 Improvement from written prompts
 Developmental marking activities
Developmental marking shows clear impact through
pupil progress (either green pen or in subsequent
work)
Green pen used to improve
Green pen used in SM (at least once per fortnight)
PM present once per half term (literacy only)
Traffic lights used, on occasions, at teacher
discretion
Presentation Policy Checklist (Used in book scrutinies)
Books (pupil’s initials)
Date written (Long for literacy/topic, short for
maths) and underlined.
WALT written and underlined.
Previous work underlined.
New page begun if ¼ of page left and no pages left
out.
Pencil used in maths and literacy before pen license
awarded.
Handwriting
– yrs 1-3: letters formed correctly + lead in strokes, finger spaces
– yrs 4-6: fluent, joined (all, some), clearly legible

Writing starts at margin in literacy book.
New paragraphs shown by leaving a line
Maths book pages folded portrait.
One square, one digit in maths.
Sheets stuck in neatly i.e. straight, firmly, no paper
overlaps the book edge.
Untidy presentation challenged in marking
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Marking Policy Checklist (Used in book scrutinies) - Updated September 2018
Books (pupil’s initials)
All work marked or acknowledged
Marked in red pen
All work WALT / Date
Walt achieved / not achieved acknowledged:
WT √
√√
Developmental marking evident every two
weeks in maths and literacy. This could
include:
 VF
 Improvement from written prompts
 Developmental marking activities
Developmental marking shows clear impact
through pupil progress (either green pen or in
subsequent work)
Green pen used to improve
Green pen used in SM (at least once per
fortnight)
PM present once per half term (literacy only)
Traffic lights used, on occasions, at teacher
discretion

Presentation Policy Checklist (Used in book scrutinies) - updated September 2018
Books (pupil’s initials)
Date written (Long for literacy/topic, short for
maths) and underlined.
WALT written and underlined.
New page begun if ¼ of page left and no pages
left out.
Pencil used in maths and literacy before pen
license awarded.
Handwriting
– yrs 1-3: letters formed correctly, finger spaces
– yrs 4-6: fluent, joined (all, some), clearly legible

Writing starts at margin in literacy book.
New paragraphs shown by leaving a line
One square, one digit in maths.
Sheets stuck in neatly i.e. straight, firmly, no
paper overlaps the book edge.
Untidy presentation challenged in marking
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